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Lecture 5 
§  calibration 
§  image reconstruction 
§  self-calibration 
§  measurement equation 



structure traced by baseline  

can not disentangle both sources  resolve both sources  



number of sampled baselines 

VLA  (27*26) /2 = 351 
WSRT         91 
GMRT        435 



uv - coverage 
GMRT  

•  geometric quantity 

•  there is nothing to be 
done if the model is 
correct 

•  unless you do 
Geodesy 

 



what needs calibration 
UV coverage amplitude (colour coded) UV coverage phase (colour coded) 



closure relation - phase 
antenna based errors introduce phase and amplitude error  



closure relation - phase 
So: 

      Φ12 = φ12 + ϕ1 - ϕ2 

    Φ23 = φ23 + ϕ2 - ϕ3 

    Φ31 = φ31 + ϕ3 - ϕ1 

Clearly if we add these relations together: 

Φ12 + Φ23 + Φ31 = φ12+φ23 + φ31 +(ϕ1 - ϕ1) +(ϕ2  - ϕ2)+(ϕ3 -ϕ3)
                                  = φ12+φ23 + φ31

[2b]

This formulation of adding together the observed visibility phases together of any 3 telescopes is 
known as forming a “closure triangle”.  [2b] is known as the closure phase for these 3 telescopes. 

      
N.B. the important thing to note is that the closure phase contains information only on the true 
visibility of the source itself, i.e. its brightness distribution - ALL other telescope based errors 
cancel out (e.g. atmosphere, cable lengths, electronics etc.). 
      

[2a]

closure phase



closure relation - phase 



# known are needed to solve the 
equations 

So from the closure relations we have (N-1)(N-2)/N good observables (measurements). 

However, there are N telescope unknowns.  We can reduce this to (N-1) unknowns if we make 
one of the telescopes the “reference antenna” (i.e. set the phase error to zero for this telescope).

Note that the ratio of good observables/unknowns (see eqn[3]) is then just: 

    (N-2)/N     [4]

So for N=3 we have only 33% of the information we 
need. 

But for N=27 (the case of the VLA) we have 93% of 
the information we need.

==> in general the reliability of Interferometric images 
favours large-N telescope arrays (e.g. see SKA, ALMA and 
SKA pathfinders) - calibration is more robust and uv-
coverage more complete.



closure relation – general 
Telescope errors do not only effect the phase of the visibility. The amplitude can also be degraded. 
However, phase errors usually dominate (at least at cm wavelengths where attenuation by the 
atmosphere is a relatively small effect). 

In order to consider how self-calibration can be used to correct for amplitude errors, we must 
use a complex formalism: 

      Vijobs(t) = gi(t) g*j(t) Vijtrue(t)     [7]

where Vij are the measured and true visibilities, and gi(t) g*j(t) are known as the complex gains of 
the telescopes i,j 

The gains contain corrections to both the amplitude and phase of the visibility: 

e.g.  gi(t)=ai(t)eiϕi(t)

In this formalism the observed and true Visibility can be written as: 

    
Vijobs(t) = ai(t) aj(t)ei(ϕi- ϕj) Aij(t)ei φij(t)     [8]         **

Vijtrue(t) = Aij(t) ei φij(t)     [9]



closure relation - general 

Note that by taking the ratios of eqns such as [7] we arrive at the “closure quantities”. e.g. 

V12obs(t) = g1(t) g2(t) V12true(t) = a1(t)eiϕ1(t) a2(t)e-iϕ2(t) A12(t) ei φ12(t)

V23obs(t) = g2(t) g3(t) V23true(t) = a2(t)eiϕ2(t) a3(t)e-iϕ3(t) A23(t) ei φ23(t)

V13obs(t) = g1(t) g3(t) V13true(t) = a1(t)eiϕ1(t) a3(t)e-iϕ3(t) A13(t) ei φ13(t)

If we consider the phase terms only and implicitly accept time dependance: 

V12obs V23obs / V13obs = ei(ϕ1-ϕ2+φ12+ ϕ2- ϕ3+ φ23) e-i(ϕ1-ϕ3 + φ13)

              

= ei(φ12+  φ23 - φ13)      [10]   

Note that [10] is just the equivalent of our original closure phase presented in eqn[2b]



closure relation - general 
If we consider only the amplitude terms, we can see that for some combination of observed 
visibilities, the amplitude gains will cancel: 

V12obsV34obs/(V13obs V24obs) = A12A34 a1a2a3a4  =  A12A34                                                                          

Such ratios are known as “closure amplitudes” and require at least 4 telescopes to be formed. 

Like closure phases, closure amplitude is a "good observable", since it is not sensitive to 
measurement error.  The closure amplitude and closure phase relations can be exploited in the 
hybrid mapping algorithm (see earlier slides). 

A13A24 a1a2a3a4        A13A24

In the early days of hybrid mapping the closure phases and amplitudes were explicitly used to 
constrain the hybrid mapping process. In the era of the VLA it was no longer computationally 
efficient to calculate all the closure quantities. More sophisticated algorithms were constructed 
but they are all roughly equivalent to the original method. Modern algorithms seek to minimise 
the difference between the observed data and the predicted data:

S = Σij, i<jwij | Vijobs - gig*j Vijtrue|

The wij reflect the fact that some data are higher weighted than other data (e.g. especially for 

VLBI arrays where all the telescopes have different sensitivities).  

[11]

[12]



modern approach 
schematic picture 

off diagonal values ONLY no autocorrelation data 

If we consider only the amplitude terms, we can see that for some combination of observed 
visibilities, the amplitude gains will cancel: 

V12obsV34obs/(V13obs V24obs) = A12A34 a1a2a3a4  =  A12A34                                                                          

Such ratios are known as “closure amplitudes” and require at least 4 telescopes to be formed. 

Like closure phases, closure amplitude is a "good observable", since it is not sensitive to 
measurement error.  The closure amplitude and closure phase relations can be exploited in the 
hybrid mapping algorithm (see earlier slides). 

A13A24 a1a2a3a4        A13A24

In the early days of hybrid mapping the closure phases and amplitudes were explicitly used to 
constrain the hybrid mapping process. In the era of the VLA it was no longer computationally 
efficient to calculate all the closure quantities. More sophisticated algorithms were constructed 
but they are all roughly equivalent to the original method. Modern algorithms seek to minimise 
the difference between the observed data and the predicted data:

S = Σij, i<jwij | Vijobs - gig*j Vijtrue|

The wij reflect the fact that some data are higher weighted than other data (e.g. especially for 

VLBI arrays where all the telescopes have different sensitivities).  

[11]

[12]model 



calibrate data – single source 
actually a off diagonal complex matrix 
per integration time  

add ones on the diagonal term 

divide all the off diagonal terms  
of the matrix 

assume a calibration source of 5 Jy  
at phase centre:  Aij = 5 & φij(t) = 0 

can only be solved with a trick  

solve the matrix with the  
Gaussian elimination method 
to get diagonal matrix  

the complex values on the  
diagonal are the complex  
gains for the antennas 

model 



information on calibrators 

VLBA - http://www.vlba.nrao.edu/astro/calib/index.shtml 

NVSS - http://www.cv.nrao.edu/nvss/ 

VLA    - http://www.aoc.nrao.edu/~gtaylor/csource.html 

fring finder - http://www.aoc.nrao.edu/~analysts/vlba/ffs.html 

calibrator data bases 

calibrators 
4 absolute amplitude calibrator know 
3C147, 3C48, 3C286 (~few percent polarized), 1934-638 

phase-calibrator should be a point source !  

There are initiatives to increase the number of absolute amplitude calibrators 



imaging 

UV coverage defines when  
 
 Vν(u, v, w) = 0

Vν(u, v, w) = 1

Aν(l,m) primary beam  

Vν(u, v, w) =

� �
Aν(l,m) · IDν (l,m)√

1− l2 −m2
e−2πi[ul+vm+w

√
1−l2−m2]dldm

IDν (l,m) = FT (Π(u, v))
�

Iν(l,m)



UV coverage sampling function of 
the sky 
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UV coverage synthesized beam (dirty beam) 



data weighting 
using FFT and gridding the data can  
use different weighting  

natural weighting use   
numbers of visibility points per bin  
uniform weighting use   
only 1 points per bin  



weighting 
natural weighting uniform weighting 

example with the synthesized beam (dirty beam) 



analyse interferometer data 
•  uv plane analysis 

–  best for “simple” sources, e.g., point sources, disks 
•  image plane analysis 

–  Fourier transform V(u,v) samples to image plane, get ID(x,y) 
–  but difficult to do science on dirty image 
–  deconvolve b(x,y) from ID(x,y) to determine (model of) I(x,y) 

visibilities                         dirty image                  sky brightness 

How to analyze interferometer data? 

Imaging 

UV plane analysis 
good for simple sources , point sources, doubles sources, disks  

image plane analysis 
difficult to do science on the dirty image 
deconvolve IDν(l,m) with dirty beam to determine model of Iν(l,m) 

IDν (l,m) = FT (Π(u, v))
�

Iν(l,m)



deconvolution 
•  Deconvolution:   

–  uses non-linear techniques effectively interpolate/extrapolate 
samples of V(u,v) into unsampled regions of the (u,v) plane 

–  aims to find a sensible model of I(x,y) compatible with data 
–  requires a priori assumptions about I(x,y) 

•  CLEAN (Högbom 1974) is most common algorithm in radio astronomy 
–  a priori assumption: I(x,y) is a collection of point sources 
–  variants for computational efficiency, extended structure 

•  deconvolution requires knowledge of beam shape and image noise 
properties (usually OK for aperture synthesis) 
–  atmospheric seeing can modify effective beam shape 
–  deconvolution process can modify image noise properties 

Deconvolution Algorithms 

Deconvolution 



basic clean algorithm 
 

1.  Initialize 

•  a residual map to the dirty map 

•  a CLEAN component list 

2.  Identify strongest feature in residual 
map as a point source 

3.  Add a fraction g (the loop gain) of 
this point source to the clean 
component list (g ~ 0.05-0.3) 

4.  Subtract the fraction g times b(x,y) 
from residual map 

5.  If stopping criteria* not reached, go 
back to step 2 (an iteration), or… 

6.  Convolve CLEAN component (cc) 
list with an estimate of the main 
dirty beam lobe (i.e., the “CLEAN 
beam”) and add residual map to 
make the final “restored” image 

b(x,y) 

ID(x,y) 

Basic CLEAN Algorithm 

I(x,y) 

Deconvolution 

* Stopping criteria = N x rms (if noise limited), or Imax/N (if dynamic range 
limited), where N is some arbitrarily chosen value 

cleaning is chipping the dirty brightness distribution 



deconvolution  



 sensitivity image / baseline 

equ. (9-5) 
A = Area 
Kb= Boltzmann 
ηa = efficiency 
ηs = losses in electronics 
τacc = integration time [s] 
Δν = bandwidth [Hz] 

System Equivalent 
Flux Density 

[Wrobel & Walker; Chapter 9, Synthesis Imaging in RADIO ASTRONOMY II] 

 

Baseline sensitivity for 
one polarization 

Image sensitivity for  
one polarization 

Divide by square root 2 for 2 polarization ! 



image quality measures 



model 

large fields of view one need the local sky model   

In case you use catalogued source from e.g. the NVSS you need 
to decrease the flux densities with respect to the phase centre or 
in other word careful the interferometer sees  the local sky 
convolved with the primary beam 

to detect a model component on a single baseline assume 6-8 sigma 
with respect to the rms of the baseline 

easy brightness distribution modelled by 
point sources or Gaussian 
 
complicated brightness distribution 
modelled by number of Gaussian 
or use wavelet components 



self-calibration 
self-calibration is an iterative procedure to determine  
the complex gains to calibrate the visibilities by iteratively  
improving the brightness distribution model on the sky 

amplitude  
phase  

the model is based on the cleaned image 

number of clean components 

averaged time interval  
to determine gain solutions 

use minimum 3 antennas 
use minimum 4 antennas 

Caution lose absolute phase from calibrators and therefore the position  

image 

make model 

calibrate 

org UV data 

complex gains 

apply gains 

use dynamic range or rms as criteria to  
stop the self-calibration process 



self-calibration cycles 

100 clean components 

60 minutes  
integration time 

calibrate phase 
80 clean components 
calibrate phase 
1 minutes  
integration time 

30 clean components 
calibrate amplitude 
1 minutes  
integration time 



calibration generations 

closure phases and amplitudes 

calibration assume antenna 
based errors 

directional dependent calibration 
peeling – subtract all sources except the most strongest one, 
self-cal on source, use final model of this source to subtract out  
of the database  

measurement equation – MeqTree or CASA 



measurement equation 
directional dependent calibration 
Need of a good model of the sources brightness  
distribution within the LSM and of the directional  
dependent  parameter of the interferometer and  
the single antennas 
 

all can be written  
as a matrix 

Hamaker et al. 1996 



Noordam 1996 aips++ Memo 185 

measurement equation 



measurement equation 

CAUTION matrices do NOT commute 
 the order of each matrix has a physical reason 



measurement equation matrices 



measurement equation matrices 



so why do we need that again 

strong sources 
far from the phase 
centre 

going deeper in sensitivity implies that effects  
need to be modelled which have been  ignored so far 



primary beam 

so why do we need that again 
model of the interferometer needs to be more realistic  

note that the primary beam is frequency dependent 
old software packages are not able to model this 

The effect will change e.g. source  
flux densities adding a systematic  
error if you do surveying 


